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Lightsabers FeaturesLightsaber HiltsEach and all of our handles are handmade by master craftsmen. Whether it's CNC machining or sculpture using a hand-held turning machine. You won't find better quality hadmade clay in the galaxy! Our blades are the toughest in the galaxy! They are designed speifically for tough duels, so you'll have no worries while fighting with your Jedi colleagues. Proffie SoundboardProffie's resonant record
offers an amazing ability to record your own sound phonets into a lightsable! You can choose from hundreds of different sounds and easily record them with the supplied SD cardLED LightsGalactic Sabers to use only the best components and 12w LED is no exception. We also supply a mega 55w LED light strip for our neopixel bladesChassisEvery lightsaber comes with a premium quality X-Wars chassis. Made for optimal safety and
durability, so you can be sure that all your electronic components are safeSpeakerAll our sabers are equipped with a basic 2-3 w speaker. This creates an amazing lightsaber buzzing noise with an accurate base. You have the option to reverse the volume to your liking. (437 results, with ad sellers looking to grow their business and reach more interested buyers can use Etsy's advertising platform to promote their items. Ad results
appear based on factors such as relevance and the amount sellers pay per click. Teach more. ) Multiple Images Used, Star Wars Life Size Lightsaber Replica Vader Replica Lightsaber Hilt with Stand. Luke Skywalker anh lightsaber hilt replica. mpp lightsaber hilt vader proper scale replica of ex parks/korbanth. Details: hilt, stand, star, wars, life, replicas, vader, replica, metal, standard Sidmouth See complete description Inform me
before the end of the auction eBay See price See price More photos Duel Light Saber - Metal Aluminum Hilt Force FX Li Duel light saber - metal aluminum handle force fx. Fully installable and machined to fit 7/8 blade. Thank you for checking out the listing and please send me some questions you might have. I'll just post to the UK, so please don't apply if you're not within the UK Delivered anywhere in the UK See full description of
Amazon See price See details More images NANDAN Star Wars Light Saber,11 Colors Interchangeable Nandan Star Wars Light Saber, 11 Colors Interchangeable. These heavy polycarbonate savers are hard. only sell as I downsizing my collection. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions about this item Shipped anywhere in the UK See complete description of Amazon See price See details More photos 11 RGB
Professional Dueling Metal Hilt Lightsaber 11 rgb professional duel metal hilt lightsaber. Marks on plastic parts &amp; metal pommels, has sound motion sounds, does not come with a battery, sent with royal mail first class. these heavy polycarbonate savers are hard. Westcliff-on-Sea See full description me before the end of the eBay auction See price See details More More Revan's Lightsaber Hilt TOR 3d Printed 1:1 Scale P Revan
is a lightsaber clay tor 3d printed 1:1 scale. This has been on display in the case for the past 2 years and I bought another blade plug and earbud to improve the look. postage high thanks to shipping complete . To stay competitive we send it nd class, and it gives us the opportunity to give you free postage Gerrards Cross See complete description Inform me before the end of the auction eBay See price See details More pictures Used,
NANDAN Saber Studio Lightsaber, Metal Alumin Nandan saber studio lightsaber, metal aluminum. The handle is in great condition with no visible marks or scratches. Master replica lightsaber building set parts, used metal handles broken. If you are not satisfied, feel free to contact us Delivered anywhere in the UK See the full description of Amazon See price See details Of Work Lot X24 Lego Star Wars Light Grey Hilts Ligh You are
looking at. Emerald driver flash on clash. This is a wonderful elite force fx black series clay lightsaber kylo - no blades are included. The work of Lot X24 Lego Star Wars . Just selling like my son lost interest in it. Great condition. Collection only from Waltham Cross . Cash only when withdrawing. Happy bidding! Details: lego, star, wars, postage, light, gray, clay, wars/jedi, handles, -please Waltham Cross See complete description
Inform me before the end of the eBay auction See price View details More images 1:1 Scale - 3D Printed Luke Skywalker ROTJ Lightsa 1:1 scale - 3d printed Luke Skywalker rotj. Vader replica lightsame with stand. Plymouth See full description Inform me before the end of the eBay auction See price See details More pictures Used, Wonderful Sabers Rey Skywalker Scavenger Lig Wonderful Sabers Rey Skywalker Scavenger perfect
for anyone creating their own functional graflex lightsaber. Details: gorgeous, saber, hilt, weathered, skywalker, scavenger, prop, empty, bought, directly Wallingford See complete description Inform me before the end of the auction eBay See price See details More pictures Used, NANDAN Star Wars Lightsaber, 16 Colors Change Nandan Star Wars Lightsaber, 16 colors interchangeable. Ideal for cosplay or as a display piece, also
fully equipped for electronics and blade you should choose to install them. Shipped anywhere in the UK See full description of Amazon See price See details More pictures of Lego Star Wars 12 Light saber 4 colors with blac Lego star wars 12 bright saber 4 colors with. Aluminium machined in high quality 19999. They will be sent nd class and I will get proof of postage Delivered anywhere in the UK See complete description of
Amazon See price See details More pictures APROTII 75cm/29.5Inch Metal Lightsaber, 11 Colors Aprotii 75cm/29.5inch metal lightsaber, 11 colors. Master replica lightsaber building set parts, incomplete used metal handles broken. No international shipping - sorry easy free borders from tagbot border Delivered in the UK See full description of Amazon See price See details More pictures 1:1 Scale - 3D Printed Ahsoka Tano
Lightsaber Hilt Handle is in great condition with no visible marks or scratches. Master replica lightsaber building set parts, incomplete used metal handles broken. 1:1 Scale - 3D Printed Ahsoka Brand New Never Been Used offered in 26.0 NOTE: Due to the difference between different monitors, the images may not reflect the actual color of the item. We guarantee that the style is the same as shown in the picture ... Plymouth See full
description Inform me before the end of the eBay auction See price See details More pictures of Luke Skywalker ANH Lightsaber Hilt Replica Luke Skywalker ANH Lightsaber Hilt Replica. Star Wars black series supreme leader kylo ren force fx elite lightsaber - this is the hilt of a lightsaber only, no blades are included. you get all the parts that are displayed. lightsaber hilt. Brand new with a box. The box is slightly damaged. Buyers
choose from my home or somewhere local in Dereham as they can't risk being sent via courier. ... Details: luke, skywalker, hilt, replica, perfect, cosplay, display, piece, fully, equipped Dereham See complete description Inform me before the end of the auction eBay See price See details More pictures NANDAN Lightsaber RGB 11 Colors Change Metal Alu Nandan lightsaber rgb 11 colors changing metal. This is an updated brightness
model with rgb color changing blade, so you can choose the color of the blade with your mood. This is a wonderful elite force fx black series clay lightsaber kylo - no blades are included. Postage I use class nd if possible to reduce costs if no other service is entered or not requested and paid Delivered anywhere in the UK See complete description of Amazon See price See details More images LIFESIZE RARE CUSTOM BUILT STAR
WARS LUKE LIFESIZE RARE CUSTOM BUILT STAR WARS LUKE only sells because I make my collection difficult. this is an old saber clay parks that I turned to custom mashup of handles used in rotting &amp; anh using the sections below. LIFESIZE RARE CUSTOM BUILT . In full working order and working without problems . Sales for moving reasons. 543 rrp Details: luke, lifesize, custom, built, star, wars, skywalker, hilt, prop,
nice Brigg See complete description Inform me before the end of the eBay auction See price View details More images 1:1 Scale - 3D Printed Rey lightsaber Hilt Cospl Luke and darth replica lightsaber hilt with stands. Hi,Recently received this lightsaber hilt , but it must go. 26.0 open for offers. ten located in Plymouth Plymouth See full description Inform me before the end of the eBay auction See price See details More pictures 1:1
Scale - 3D Printed Qui-Gon Jinn Lightsaber Hil Always was lightly dusted and the item has no nasty scratches or paint problems. the item you see in the pictures is exactly the one you receive. 1:1 Scale - 3D Printed Qui-Gon in all per wheel good complete condition see PHOTO, PHOTO, QUESTIONS NOW IS THE TIME THANK YOU. Plymouth See complete description Inform me before the end of the eBay auction See price See
details More images XALO Lightsaber, USB Colour Changing Ultimate Duel Xalo lightsaber, usb color changing final. In the unlikely event that you have any problems with your order, please contact us before leaving negative or neutral feedback Delivered anywhere in the UK See full description of Amazon See price See details More pictures star wars master replicas: Yoda ROTS 1:1 lightsabe MASTER REPLICAS - STAR WARS
YODA LIGHTSABER HILT star wars korbanth graflex 2.0 saber hilt with other parts for sale is my korbanth lightsaber hilt. Details: star, war, master, replicas, yoda, hilt, rot, revenge, sith, coming Polegate See complete description Inform me before the end of the eBay auction See price View details More pictures darth vader lightsaber Hilt Prop / Cosplay - 3D Prin Darth Vader Lightsaber Hilt , price 66 has never been out of the box.
sold as seen in the photo. get a bargain. Motherwell See full description Inform me before the end of the eBay auction See price See details More pictures of master replica AOTC lightsaber Blank Hilt Used,&amp; Master replica aotc lightsaber empty hilt used,&amp;amp;. Details: master, replicas, aotc, proffie, board, empty, hilt, used&amp;amp;, hollow, endcap Winscombe See full description Inform me before the end of the eBay
auction See price See details
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